Abstract
The number of places taken in the boarding schools dropped dramatically upon Slovenia becoming an independent country. The decrease was caused by several factors simultaneously. The management of boarding schools in Slovenia can choose between two extreme alternatives: abolishment of the boarding schools as such, or finding a way of their development by forming new models. The new economic system favors free market and profit generating activities whereas the boarding schools had already in former Yugoslavia been set up as social institutions. During the recent period i.e. during the first years of sovereignty of Slovenia, the number of pupils residing in boarding schools has decreased. The gap between the capacities and numbers of places taken, has appeared as a result of the planning in 80s which was based on the then expected influx of pupils from other regions of former Yugoslavia and on the vision of economic development of individual areas which however was not realized. This article discusses the mission of boarding schools as organizations, the policy of their management and governance and provides data on the tendency of the number of pupils residing in boarding schools and finally a social-developmental theoretical model of a boarding school which will evolve in the changed environment of Slovenia as part of EU.

Sažetak
U razdoblju samostalne Republike Slovenije dolazi do naglog pada upisa. Nova ekonomija na području školstva je usmjerena tržišno i profitno, dok su socijalistički modeli đačkih domova karakteristični za bivšu Jugoslaviju u domeni državne regulative, usmereni socijalno. Menadžment domova u Sloveniji kreće se između dvije ekstremne varijante: ukinuti đačke domove kao organizacije ili izabrati put razvoja i uvodenja novih modela đačkih domova. U vremenu samostalne Slovenije smanjuje se broj upisanih učenika u đačke domove. Raskorak između domskih kapaciteta i popunjenosti, proizlazi iz politike planiranja izgradnje domova 80-ih godina, koja se temeljila na očekivanome prilivu korisnika iz drugih republika bivše Jugoslavije, te vizije gospodarskog razvoja pojedinih krajeva, koja se nije ostvarila. U članku se govori o ulozi đačkog doma kao organizacije, politici vođenja menadžmenta, a iznose se i neki podaci o broju korisnika. Također, u radu se predstavlja razvojno socijalni teorijski model đačkog doma, koji se lako razvija u novom, promijenjenom, europskom okruženju.

1 Introduction
The boarding schools in Slovenia are in a turning point of development: in a new European environment their existence in present organizational form is under question. The causes for this situation are different. One among them is that in 70s the goals of the state were different, because the policy of development of boarding schools did not anticipate some of later political changes. Planning was based on then expected influx of pupils from other regions of former Yugoslavia and on the vision of economic development of individual areas. So in the period of 1976 – 1985 the renovation of all boarding schools in Slovenia had been in progress that included building of new boarding schools in renovation of schools with altogether capacity of more then 18.000 beds. With independence of Slovenia the political, economic and social environment of boarding schools had altered. Parallel with changes in environment also the organizational structure of boarding schools had changed. Boarding schools develop parallel with development of Slovenian educational system; they are part of this system and have long history
in this space. In their basic organization they are public establishment, governmental and non profit organizations. Their primal mission is to offer a possibility of accommodation to pupils in second phase of education that enter the process of education outside of their place of residence. Boarding school is additional offer to quality of education. The main problem of boarding schools that appears in European environment, is that development of boarding school is not strategically incorporated in vision and policy of development of Slovenian education system.

2 Boarding schools and their meaning

Most of boarding schools in Slovenia are in accordance with establishment act nonprofit organizations; they are public institutions and their mission is education and upbringing of pupils, educated outside of their residence. Boarding schools have more roles and tasks. Boarding schools are organized institution which enable pupils’ satisfaction of their basic existential and social needs and at the same time take care for their development, personal growth and progress in accordance with their individual possibilities, intentions and educational purposes define boarding school as pedagogical-educational institution of special social meaning that offers pupils, who are getting their education outside of their place of residence good condition for life, study, creative spending of free time and take care for their development. Rosić /1/ defines boarding school as a place different from school which has a special organization and technology of work.

Boarding school can be classified by different categories. With regard to number of pupils, accommodated in boarding school, they are divided to small (to 200 pupils) and big (above 200 pupils). With regard to manner of financing and organizational structure, boarding schools can be divided to independent boarding schools, boarding schools which operate together with schools and to concessionary boarding schools. In concessionary relationship with a state there are three boarding schools. Abroad there are also three Slovenian boarding schools /2/.

Boarding schools are organizations of special social meaning, which operate in different environment. Environment can be more or less turbulent or stable. The fast is that the environment is changing, is more unstable. With stability, the other characteristic of environment is connected – predictability. The demands that market environment is setting up to the organization are essentially different from demands of social and political environment.

3 Policy of development, vision, goals and purpose

In some decades the society is altered completely – their view to world, their basic values, their social and political structures, their arts, their key institutions. Policy of organization is dependent of environment in which is operating. Environment is changeable; therefore the organizations have to alter their policy /3/.

Planning of policy in the most cases is gradual, taking into concern circumstances and activity of boarding school, regarding demographic index, with collection of all needed information and with research needs, wishes and capabilities of environment and market. Policy is planned in short-term, medium-term and long-term, and for every planning a sufficient knowledge of environment, from which we get key and necessary information is needed. A policy of organization is composed from aims and goals, which come from the vision of organization, defined by the interest of participants. Frame model of policy of organization presents fundamental, evolutional and current policy of organization; for every of them present aims, goals and strategy that includes activities, order and means /4/. Ever since organizations exist, leaders and managers are trying to get a model, which would enable reliable, effective and successful management of organization. The picture 1 above shows frame model of policy of organization.
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A vision is also a structural part of policy of organization, which organizations follow in accordance with aims and goals of operations and development. From a vision fundamental policy of organization arises; its content is the interest of important participants of organization. Vision
has to give answers to the questions: who we are, where we are going, what do we want. Vision is a review of values, goals and mission; it is a start of a process of policy of organization planning. It is necessary that it is in accordance with needs of environment and organization. It has to take into consideration contents from environment that is of priority with selection of strategy for development of organization /5/.

**Aims** are the most fundamental and permanent goals of organization, presenting succession of the vision and they are in accordance with a vision on one side and between themselves on the other. They have to be measurable, reachable, simulative and accurate. They have to be developing and innovative oriented. Aims should be market oriented; they have to lead toward success and open new possibilities of development of organization in a new environment. An environment is that, what defines goals and aims. With definition of aims, the measurement of success, with which the success is measured, has to define. Beside aims, this can be measured in material sense, also the others such as education, innovation, competitiveness, which can be valued differently, have to be incorporating into policy of development /6/. In organization with well planned policy of development, the goals are subordinated to the aims and are taken in the way that they form hierarchy and progressively in regard to importance with realization of the vision of organization. The goals of organization are achieved with many activities, time scheduling, adjustment of organizational groups and individuals in organization /7/. Aims are achieved with strategies, which are models of organizational behavioral patterns for achievement of aims and goals of individual and organization. Strategies for achievement of aims and goals are chosen in consideration of the conditions in organization.

When planning of pedagogy-educational work and execution of other services in boarding school, a different criterias such as access to information, communication with environment, introduction of employees with aims and goals has to be taken into consideration; it has to be differ between strategic, tactical and operational goals, perform effective professional proceeding of aims and goals, include evaluation in planning and so on /8/.
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**Picture 2:** Levels of planning in boarding school (Source: Černetič, Dečman Dobrnjič, 2006, 511)

**Table 1:** A number of registered pupils in boarding schools

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>School year</th>
<th>Number of pupils</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1990/91</td>
<td>9321</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1991/92</td>
<td>8721</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1992/93</td>
<td>7871</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1993/94</td>
<td>8217</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1994/95</td>
<td>8626</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1995/96</td>
<td>9012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1996/97</td>
<td>7855</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1997/98</td>
<td>9067</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998/99</td>
<td>8649</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999/2000</td>
<td>8148</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000/01</td>
<td>7774</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001/02</td>
<td>7314</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002/03</td>
<td>7012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003/04</td>
<td>6770</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004/05</td>
<td>6248</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005/06</td>
<td>5783</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Ministry of education and sport, Ljubljana, 2006
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A number of pupils, registered in boarding schools are decreasing every year. According to data of ministry of education and sport (table 1) in the school year 1990/1991 the number of pupils registered in boarding school was 9321 and approximately 100 pupils were placed in dormitories, 877 pupils of School of cadets in Tacen were statistically guided elsewhere. In the year 1990/91 there were approximately 10,298 pupils in need of accommodation in boarding schools in Slovenia. In the school year 2005/2006 in boarding schools were 5783 pupils. A number was been almost cut in half in the last 15 years. In this period 6 boarding schools were abolished and 2 were connected to the centre of scholar activities. In the year 2005 activity of another boarding school connected to the school was abolished /9/.

The reasons for this situation are different. One among them is that in 70s the goals of the state were different, because the policy of development of boarding schools did not anticipate some of later political changes. Planning was based on then expected influx of pupils from other regions of former Yugoslavia and on the vision of economic development of individual areas. So in the period of 1976 – 1985 the renovation of all boarding schools in Slovenia had been in progress, which included building of new boarding schools in renovation of schools with altogether capacity of more then 18,000 beds. With independence of Slovenia the political, economic and social environment of boarding schools had altered.

A period of socialism in Yugoslavia can be compared with so called »Ford’s period of capitalism«, which has enabled and assured a community of institutions and procedures for social protection that were based on the recognition of rights and statuses, which gave to employed a relative stability that had not regulate only consumption, evolution of salaries and careers but also course of life. In this period more individuals could expect social progress only for themselves but also for their children by a merit of education /10/. One of the social institutions (of safety) that offered a possibility of education also to the poorer children educated outside a place of residence had been boarding schools. Therefore, the model of boarding school that once has existed in Yugoslavia and was transmitted in Slovenia can be named a socialistic model of boarding school.

For nowadays it is safe to say that school administration passed from state regulative to regulative of free market. That is seen as one of the main changes which accompany a constitution of market niche in the field of education. Pedagogical-educational policy is trying to develop autonomy, originality and diversity of educational institutions that would therefore be more suitable different demands of users, which would have an option to freely choose services most attractive to them. Presumption of this system of education is diverse supply and free demand /11/.

In such changed environment socialistic model of boarding school became improper. Spontaneously in accordance with market supply, boarding schools start to perform other services beside education. Simultaneously with this phenomena and as a consequence an organizational form of boarding schools start to alter. Changes in particular boarding schools are consequence of changes in environment, in which boarding school is operating. Therefore boarding schools, operating in different environments, have been changed differently.

4 Social models of boarding schools – theoretical approach

In the text below, we present developing social model of boarding schools as one of the possible organizational form of boarding school in altered environment. Essence of this model is that offers boarding school, which offers more services that supplement each boarding school as an organization acquisition of financial resources from different sources in environment. As an organization boarding school functions on two basic organizational levels (units) that supplement and adjust to each other:

• Nonprofit organizational unit
• Profit organizational unit.

Nonprofit organizational unit is mainly financed from state and commune budget. In its sub-units socially needed and useful pedagogy-educational and social activities are performed. They are financed from state budget and from European structural fond in regard to standards and normative, determined by the state and its laws. Profit organizational unit is financed by the resources, gained with supply and sale of services on the market and with money gained on public tender on different levels: local, community, state and European level.

4.1. Services of nonprofit organizational unit

Nonprofit organizational units are connected through different and interconnected services. Main services of nonprofit organization are:

• Service of boarding school
• Service of residential group for children and teenagers with nonconformity behavior
• Service of maternity homes and shelters for women and children, victims of domestic violence
• Service of daily centers for children and teenagers, deprived for normal family life
• Service of residential groups, daily centers and all day boarding for independent life of invalid persons
• Service of between generational and other groups for self-help
• Organization of workshops for invalid persons
• Service of public kitchen for children and teenagers from social weaken families
• Others preventive and evolitional programs in accordance with needs of environment.

For performance of each of above mentioned services, there are some legislative indicatives that regulate suitability of cadre, size, normative, limitations of services and define share from state or community budget.

4. 2 Services of profit organizational unit

Social–theoretical model of boarding school performs also a profit services as:
• Service
• Domestic help and for help for home
• Personal help in different forms
• Programs, designed for unemployed person (education, nonpermanent employment, employment agency for other organizations)
• Other profitable services in accordance with needs of environment

Profitable services are not determined with legislation. But some of them, as for example domestic help, programs for unemployed persons are performed in accordance with community and with help of public tenders, also co-financed from the state or community. Principal advantage of developing-social model of boarding school that the cadres and services can be – in dependence with momentary needs in environment – inter adjusted and supplemented what increases quality of services, competitive position of organization in an environment, which at the same time enlarges a safety of employees. It enables a flow of financial, social, intellectual and cultural capital in organization and also a flow of capital between organization and environment.

Conclusion

Because of change of environment and inclusion of Slovenia in European Union, conceptual modernization of Slovenian educational system, which influences the boarding schools that in the concept of secondary education, presents additional offer of quality and enables advantageous possibilities for pupils educated outside the place of residence. Global changes (demographic, social, migration, etc.) cause decrease registration in boarding schools, therefore boarding school are looking for suitable exchange relationship in global informational society in broadened European society. Boarding school as organizations is evolving in different directions. Different models of boarding school are appearing.

With good policy making and management, with unified policy boarding schools and state boarding schools can take advantage of key sources in environment as knowledge, intellectual, social and cultural capital of employed and suitable infrastructure – economical capital of boarding schools. To achieve that and to offer a European environment new services it is important to identify collective advantages and disadvantages of boarding school and state, find possible solutions, make selection and evaluation of solutions and to accede to unified policy of boarding schools.

Fundamental meaning and influence to the development of boarding schools has a state as a founder of public institutions with its policy of development. As long as media will operate partially (as an organization instead as an institution) we all are loosing: educational system, boarding schools and at last state itself. For total, global solving of problem of boarding schools, the active cooperation between different ministries, regions, local communities and boarding schools has to be established. Social-theoretical model of boarding schools is only one of the possible development options, offered by new environment of boarding schools.
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